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There are seven components that comprise the “Environment of Care” Joint 
Commission standards

Safety 
Security
Hazardous Materials
Medical Equipment
Utility Systems
Life Safety
Emergency Management

Each component, from an accreditation standpoint, has key pieces that 
require support by way of a written document, or a written procedure, a 
documented action, and ways to implement and monitor all related 
education, performance standards and the effectiveness of the overall 
component.
By participating in this learning module, you are receiving important safety 
information that will assist in maintaining protection for you and for our 
patients



After completion of this module, licensed practitioners will know how to 
report environment of care risks for:

Fire Safety
Hazmat Spills
Utility Failure
Emergency Disaster Response
Medical Equipment Failure 
Security Response

Identify Emergency Standardized Codes for Disaster Response



The Safety Plan includes processes for information collection and monitoring 
from a variety of sources:

Risk Management
Safety Surveillance
Product Recalls
Medication Errors
Employee Injuries:

Establishes a Safety Officer position
Education
Policies and procedures
Performance standards and evaluation

Physician Role:
Know location of Safety Policies (Community Forum/ Shortcuts & 
Tools/Lucidoc/Safety)
Complete an IRIS for an unusual situation or occurrence at a CMC 
owned or managed facility or property
Read the supplement safety information for this module to become 
familiar with resources



The Security Plan includes processes for establishing and maintaining a security 
program, for providing identification access and vehicular control, reporting and 
investigating all incidents. Provides for: Education, Emergency procedures, 
Performance Standards and Evaluation.

Physician Role:
Wear Identification Badge above the waist
Dial 18 to report one of the Emergency 
Standardized Codes:

Code Red – Fire or Visual Smoke Present
Code Blue – Adult CPR – Medical 
Emergency
Code White – Neonate/Peds, Medical 
Emergency
Code Pink – Infant abduction suspected
Code Purple – Child Abduction
Code Yellow – Bomb Threat
Code Gray – Combative Person
Code Silver – Armed Person/Hostage
Code Orange – Hazardous Material Spill 
and/or Decontamination response
Code Green – Missing High-Risk Patient
Code Triage – Internal/External Disaster



Most attackers use firearms and attempt to kill people 
in a confined and populated area
Victims are selected at random
The situation is unpredictable and evolves quickly
Law enforcement is usually required to end an active 
shooter situation



EVACUATE:
Have an escape route and plan in mind
Leave your belongings behind
Keep your hands visible

HIDE OUT:
Hide in an area out of the shooter’s view
Block entry to your hiding place and secure the doors
Silence your cell phone and/or pager

TAKE ACTION:
As a last resort and only when your life is in imminent danger
Attempt to incapacitate the shooter
Act with physical aggression and throw items at the active shooter
Commit to  your actions, your life may depend on it

How to report a situation:
Call 911 or CMC Security dispatch at 459-6575 only when it is safe to do 
so.



This requires an plan that includes processes for the selecting, handling, 
storing, using and disposing of hazardous wastes from receipt, to use, 
to final disposal. 
Hazardous materials and waste encompasses medication waste such as:

Sharps 
Rx medications and RCRA medication
Regulated chemicals such as:

Formaldehydes Gluteraldhyde
Antineoplastic Drugs (chemotherapy) 
Chemical monitoring and radioactive wastes



Physicians Role:
Know the process to pull an Safety Data Sheet, SDS, 
Always wear appropriate PPE- Personal Protective Equipment for the 
specific chemical, put on PPE Before you handle chemical.
Know your role for chemical spills, i.e. Code Orange,

S- Safety (protect yourself and others in area)
I- Isolate spill( leave area, close door)
N-Notify (Clinical Supervisor, House Supervisor)

Prior to clean-up, obtain the Safety Data Sheet (SDS)
Know your role in the proper disposal of spent chemicals, look up SDS for 
environmental disposal
Labels are required on all hazardous chemicals used by you. Labels can be 
printed through MAXCOM.







Medical Equipment plan includes processes for:
Selecting, acquiring medical equipment
Identifying, evaluating and taking inventories of equipment 
Assessing and minimizing clinical and physical risks through inspection, 
testing and maintenance
Check to make sure that there is a biomedical equipment inspection tag 
on the equipment and that it is current.
Monitoring and acting on hazard notices and recalls and upon incidents 
in which a Medical device is connected to the Death or serious injury of 
an patient: includes investigating/reporting problems, failures, user 
errors, education, policies, procedures and performance standards.

Physicians Role:
Sequester any medical equipment you suspect or know was involved in 
a patient incident: notify Biomed and Risk Management (via IRIS) 
immediately.
Do Not use any medical equipment on an patient unless it has been first 
checked by Biomed,
Equipment in the OR ( even trial equip from vendor) MUST be checked 
by Biomed prior to usage.



The Utility Plan includes processes for a safe controlled environment, 
assessment and minimization of risks, operational reliability of utility 
systems, criteria for identifying, evaluating and taking inventory of critical 
operating components: 

Inspecting testing and maintenance of operating components
Reporting problems: includes education, emergency procedures, 
performance standards and evaluation

Physician Role:
Know that the hospital’s generators will “kick-in” in less than 10 seconds
You may be needed to assist patients whose equipment has failed due 
to a power outage
Ensure all life saving equipment is plugged into the appropriate 
generator supported outlet (Trauma building outlets are colored red)



The location of pull stations and fire extinguishers. All pull stations are 
located within 150 feet from each other. Fire extinguishers are every 75 ft. 
The hospital is built in compartments called “smoke compartments” this is 
how we defend in place during a fire event.  
When you are not in the affected area upon activation of a Code Red you 
must proceed to “Defend in Place”. By defending in place we clear corridors 
of any items, close doors and refrain from crossing fire doors. 
If you are in the affected smoke compartment during a Code Red you must 
assist with the evacuation of patients.

Evacuation:
Horizontal:  Patients are moved to the next safe area, usually past at least 
one set of fire doors on the same floor
Vertical: Patients are moved to a safe area on another floor using med 
sleds for non-ambulatory patients
Full: Everyone is required to evacuate to the designated Area of Refuge.



RED
R.A.C.E

Rescue anyone in danger.
Alert others. Use the nearest pull station and dial 18 to have code announced 
overhead.
Contain fire and smoke by closing doors.
Evacuate or extinguish the fire if you feel it is safe to do so. 

P.A.S.S
Pull the pin.
Aim at the base of the fire. 
Squeeze the handle. 
Sweep from side to side until the contents of the extinguisher has been fully 
discharged. 



Emergency Management Components:
Emergency Management Program
Emergency Operations Plan Summary
Facility – Specific Emergency Operations Plan
Specific Incident Plans/Incident Response Guides

Emergency Operations Plan was developed by diverse workgroups 
representing the six critical areas: 

1. Utilities Management
2. 96 hour Capability 
3. Resources/Assets 
4. Staff Management 
5. Safety/Security
6. Patient Management



Facility-specific Emergency Operations Plans are located on 
Forum/Shortcuts/Lucidoc/Safety Policies
During a disaster the Hospital Incident Command Center will be activated
No longer business as usual – the hospital will organize and direct the 
response using the Hospital Incident Command System
Physicians may serve as Medical Technical Specialist, or in Operations Section 
under the Medical Branch Director
In a disaster, you will report to the Chief of your specialty for assignment 



If you have any questions, or would like to 
report a safety hazard to the Safety 
Department, you may do so by calling 56574 
or, if you prefer to remain anonymous, 
complete a Safety Concern Form found in 
Policies/Procedures on the Community Forum
Thank you for your participation in this 
learning Module, it is hoped that this 
information has been helpful for you.
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